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What follows is your personal natal chart information, as well as interpretations of the positions
and aspects in your chart.

With this report, you will find out the positions of the planets in your natal chart by sign. The
most personal of these are the Sun sign, Moon sign, Mercury sign, Venus sign, and Mars sign.
Most people already know their Sun sign. If your time of birth is known, you will also find out
your Ascendant, or rising sign, as well as the positions of the planets in the houses of your chart.
Aspects between the planets are also listed and interpreted.

If the birth time is unknown, we cannot know the Ascendant or house positions. The natal chart
shown here is an Aries chart in that case. Additionally, you may not know the Moon sign for
certain. This is because the Moon changes signs approximately every 2-1/2 days, making it quite
possible that someone is born on a day in which the Moon sign changes. Less probable but still
possible is a change of signs for the other planets and luminaries, depending on the planet itself
(example the Sun changes signs every 30 days or so). For an unknown time, on some birth dates
the Moon may be in one of two possible signs. The possible range for Moon signs can be
determined by noting the sign at 00:01 and also at 23:59.

Each paragraph of interpretation refers to an individual position in your chart. All of these
positions and aspects are some of the "parts" that make up a "whole"--you! Some of these
interpretations will be contradictory, just as people are contradictory. A person can be
downright timid in love, and that same person can be aggressive in business. Not only that, we
evolve and grow throughout our lives, facing challenges that help us to handle our positions and
aspects in a different way. We all have choices, and one of the largest benefits of astrology is the
ability to understand ourselves better so that we can work with our natal charts rather than
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against them. Any computerized report that interprets the individual placements in a natal chart
is somewhat disjointed, simply because the different parts that make up the whole are not
synthesized.

Some of the interpretations that follow are detailed, while others are brief. You can do some
further reading about different positions (such as Moon in Libra, Saturn in the 10th house,
Moon conjunct Mercury) in your chart by exploring our own site, other astrology sites, and by
reading astrology books.

The tables here show the technical details of your natal chart, personalized based on your birth
data. Below the tables, you'll find your free birth chart report.

Brittany Gae Petros Pronoun She
Robbinsdale, MN United States 09/09/1974 10:38
 

Planet Positions, Ascendant, & Houses

The following table shows the position of the planets in your chart, by sign and degree. You will
also find the sign of your Ascendant and the signs on the cusp of each house in your natal chart
only if the birth time is known. The Roman Numerals refer to the houses, where the Ascendant
is also the first house and the Midheaven is also the tenth house. For example, if the sign Taurus
is next to Mars, you know your Mars is in Taurus. If the sign Libra is next to Venus, you know
your Venus is in Libra. If Cancer is next to Ascendant, you have a Cancer Ascendant, and if Leo is
next to II, Leo is on your 2nd house.

Brittany Gae Petros

Zodiac : Tropical Placidus Orb : 0

Sun Virgo 16°34'   I ASC Libra 29°53'

Moon Gemini 18°27'   II Scorpio 27°46'

Mercury Libra 5°21'   III Capricorn 0°49'

Venus Virgo 1°30'   IV Aquarius 7°04'

Mars Virgo 27°58'   V Pisces 10°32'

Jupiter Pisces 12°23' R  VI Aries 7°59'

Saturn Cancer 16°32'   VII Aries 29°53'

Uranus Libra 25°38'   VIII Taurus 27°46'
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Neptune Sagittarius 6°58'   IX Cancer 0°49'

Pluto Libra 5°56'   X MC Leo 7°04'

Lilith Aquarius 13°27'   XI Virgo 10°32'

Asc node Sagittarius 14°24'   XII Libra 7°59'

Sun in XI

Moon in VIII

Mercury in XI

Venus in X MC

Mars in XI

Jupiter in V

Saturn in IX

Uranus in XII

Neptune in II

Pluto in XI

Lilith in IV

Asc node in II

masculine 5  fire 1

feminine 5  earth 3

cardinal 4  air 4

fixed 0  water 2

mutable 6   

Aspects

The following table shows the planetary aspects in your natal chart. Interpretations of these
factors are found below. The numbers listed under the column "Value" serve as a relative rating
system for each aspect and are determined based on the planets involved, the aspect type, and
the orb of influence. Negative values suggest more stressful or challenging influences while
positive numbers show more flowing, easy energy.

This is a wide table that may require you to scroll right on smaller screens.
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See also your full natal chart wheel graphic depicted below the report.

Planet Aspect Planet Orb Value

Sun Square Moon 1°53' -145

Sun Opposition Jupiter 4°12' -261

Sun Sextile Saturn 0°02' 195

Sun Square Asc node 2°10' -66

Moon Square Jupiter 6°05' -50

Moon Opposition Asc node 4°03' -95

Mercury Conjunction Mars 7°23' 146

Mercury Sextile Neptune 1°37' 146

Mercury Conjunction Pluto 0°35' 339

Venus Sextile Uranus 5°53' 2

Venus Square Neptune 5°28' -14

Venus Sextile I ASC 1°38' 51

Mars Conjunction Pluto 7°58' 57

Jupiter Trine Saturn 4°10' 16

Jupiter Square Neptune 5°24' -34

Jupiter Square Asc node 2°01' -45

Uranus Conjunction I ASC 4°15' 69

Neptune Sextile Pluto 1°02' 50

Neptune Conjunction Asc node 7°25' 10

 1081 -710 371

 

Asteroids & Chiron

The following table shows the positions of the four major asteroids and Chiron. These points are
not as commonly used by astrologers, but are presented here for those interested in knowing
where the asteroids are positioned in their birth chart.
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Chiron Aries 23°35' R

Ceres Pisces 6°19' R

Pallas Capricorn 21°49' R

Juno Pisces 12°38' R

Vesta Scorpio 11°36'  

Fortune Leo 1°46'  

South node Gemini 14°24'  

Natal Chart Report

Birth Chart

This birth chart report shows the positions of the planets for Brittany Gae Petros .

The Sun represents vitality, a sense of individuality, and outward-shining creative energy.

Sun in Virgo

It is rare to find the stereotypical nitpicky, exacting, "clean freak" in modern-day Virgos. Although
the sign of Virgo has evolved with the times, there are some unmistakable traits that remain.
Virgo people are generally respectable, hard-working individuals who have a love of knowledge
and know-how.

Virgo's symbol, the Virgin, shows itself in the lives of Virgos through a love of all that is "natural"
and a certain purity of spirit that keeps Virgos self-sufficient and self-contained, at least on the
surface. Virgos are sensitive to their surroundings, and they tend to embarrass easily. They are
generally reticent when faced with anything or anyone new. However, once they feel
comfortable, they can talk up a storm. Many Virgo Suns are not too comfortable in the limelight.
These types are just fine living in the background, as long as they feel useful and appreciated.
Solar Virgos have a strong sense of responsibility. Even when they've convinced themselves to
be irresponsible about something or the other, they worry about it.

Not all Virgos are workaholics. However, when Solar Virgos are not involved in some kind of
project, there is generally a vague feeling of discontent. Even when their lives are filled up with
work, they are restless and somewhat nervous creatures. The fear of under-performing is often
strong. Virgos want to do things well. Some are exacting and thorough, and those Virgos who
have convinced themselves to do a less-than-perfect job will generally feel incomplete. There's
an odd combination of the intellectual and the practical in Virgo that is sometimes mistaken for
coolness. In fact, Virgos are often self-effacing and shy. They'll brush off your compliments
quickly and, sometimes, critically; but don't let that fool you. They need your respect and
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appreciation. In fact, the happiest Virgos are the ones who feel appreciated and useful. Add
plenty of worthwhile projects to keep them busy, and Virgos can be some of the sweetest,
kindest people around.

Keywords: analytical, intelligent, reserved, critical, helpful, conscientious.

Virgo ascendant Libra

Sun in XI

You are a humanitarian who aims to treat everyone as equals. You seek to be unique and
original, and you do your best to avoid bias and prejudice. Social status is less important to you
than belonging to a group of diverse personalities. Your identity, in fact, is somehow linked to a
larger unit than yourself. You have high hopes and goals, and tend to look at life in terms of
opportunities. You have magnetic appeal, as people sense your broad tolerance and openness.
The friendships you establish are crucial to your development. If you identify too much with
your friendships and your friendliness, you may become too impersonal and alienate those who
would like to get close to you. Successful career thanks to support of patrons, friends or
relations. You are a leader in groups and people look up to you.

-145 Square Sun - Moon

You have an internal struggle between your needs and your wants. You can lack focus and be
indecisive as a result. Your ability to be objective is both an asset and a liability, simply because
when you decide on one route, you are pulled in another direction at the same time. Something
tugs at you, and you begin to question your stance. "But what if..." and "on the other hand..."
are statements you can't help but make, and that might plague you. You are always aware of
the opposing point of view and the other side of the coin.

-261 Opposition Sun - Jupiter

Although your intentions are generally good, you are given to overdoing things. You can easily
gloss over realistic details and get yourself into debt, overindulge in pleasures such as food and
drink, and promise more than you can deliver. For the most part, you find help for your
excesses. Somebody's there to bail you out, as plenty of people believe that your heart is in the
right place. Generally, this is the case, but if excessive behavior becomes a pattern, and you
continually face light consequences, there is the danger that you will not learn from your
mistakes and abuse the "system", relying on your friends and family to help you out a little too
often. Your reputation for being "good people", thus, can eventually be used to further your
purposes--something that should, of course, be avoided.

However, many people with this aspect don't fall into the trap of losing their sincerity. You are
generous, helpful, and charitable. Still, the tendency to live beyond your means is a real threat
that you might struggle with much of your life. Another thing to watch for is depression. You
tend to go through periods of intense highs when you are excessively optimistic. These periods
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are so marked that they seem to be unnatural and a fall seems to be inevitable. You can make
promises you intend to keep, but have a problem with follow-through. Self-control can be a real
problem. Try to avoid gambling altogether. Usually quite knowledgeable and generous with
your time, you have many talents that you might take for granted.

195 Sextile Sun - Saturn

It is easy and natural for you to accept responsibilities, to lead a rather ordered life, and to apply
caution in your financial and business dealings. You rarely jump to conclusions or take
uneducated risks. You have a certain amount of patience and enough self-discipline to slowly
but surely achieve what you set out to do. Although somewhat undemonstrative, you are
generally loyal and responsible people to those you care about. You take your time in most
endeavors and generally use a step-by-step approach to most projects--but you steadily reach
your goals. You are naturally trustworthy, and you don't have much patience for those who
don't show respect for others, who take foolish risks, and who lead disorganized lives.

The Moon represents the emotional responses, unconscious pre-destination, and the self-
image.

Moon in Gemini

Lunar Geminis are usually pleasant, witty, and charming people. At home and with family,
however, they can be moody and irritable at times. People with Moon in Gemini are always
interesting people--they have a finger in every pie, are curious to a fault, and are generally well-
informed. Nervousness and worry are common traits with this lunar position. An underlying
restlessness is common, and many Lunar Geminis need more stimulation than others. They
usually read a lot, talk a lot, and think a lot with this airy, mutable position of the Moon.

Their homes are often a perpetual work-in-progress. They generally dislike housework, but are
big on home improvement. Re-organizing their homes in little--and sometimes big--ways seems
to keep them happy, as Lunar Geminis are easily bored by both routine and constancy. Often,
this is a reflection of their inner world--"the grass is always greener..." applies here. Inwardly,
Lunar Geminis are often unsettled. Moon in Gemini parents are generally more adept at
handling the intellectual needs of their children than emotional ones. Others' complicated
emotions, in general, can be difficult for Lunar Geminis to handle. In their families, Lunar
Geminis often take on the role of organizing get-togethers. They are at their best when they
have plenty of things to do beyond routine. Moon in Gemini people almost always have a way
with words. They are clever and witty, and more often than not can be found chatting with
others. They are sociable and friendly, and feel comfortable in crowds. Some pay too much
attention to what everyone else is doing, and lose touch with what they really want to do.
Generally, Lunar Geminis have a million and one projects going. They are impressionable folk,
and their imagination is boundless.

Their openness to new ideas is admirable, although decisiveness and persistence take a blow as
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a result. Still, versatility and adaptability are some of the stronger traits of this position of the
Moon. When irritable, they can easily become snappy. Their moodiness is complicated--this is
not the same kind of moodiness you'll find with water sign moons, for example. Usually, difficult
behavior stems from inner restlessness. Lunar Geminis want to do it all, and have trouble
sticking to any one project. When problems arise, the first instinct of Moon in Gemini natives is
to talk things out. Their tendency to analyze can give them the appearance of emotional
detachment. In fact, Lunar Geminis may be especially comfortable talking about their feelings,
but feeling their own feelings doesn't come as easily. Those that don't take time out to really
emote and understand their own needs may end up baffling others. Feeling misunderstood is
common for Moon in Gemini natives. The only real solution to the problem is learning to get in
touch with their own feelings.

Short description:

Sharp intellect. She likes literature, and will adapt to all situations and social groups. Work in
contact with the public, literary occupations, travel.

Potential issues: lack of follow-up of ideas, indecision, may go back on decisions.

Moon in VIII

She has a predilection for deep and profound dreams. Romantic fantasies figure strongly.
Possibly quite interested in the occult.

While you have a strong need for emotional security, you are also a person who is drawn to
pushing your own limits, and many lifestyle changes can be the result of this need to challenge,
or reinvent, yourself emotionally. You are always fascinated with how people work, taboos,
secrets, and all that is forbidden or hidden. Sexual unrest, or an apparent need to constantly
change sexual partners or to challenge yourself sexually, may be a symptom of emotional
insecurity. Connecting with another person intimately is an emotional need, but your
changeable emotions might often get in the way of your goal. Jealousy and possessiveness
might also be qualities you struggle with. At your best, however, you are a person who is
intimate, deep, and intensely loyal to a partner.

-50 Square Moon - Jupiter

She is sometimes indifferent to others, to those who surround her; she is sometimes careless,
and perhaps a little negligent and indecisive. She may "feed" inner restlessness with excesses in
gambling, shopping, or other comforts, and her honesty is sometimes a bit elastic. This aspect
does not help professional success, especially as she tends to spend more than she earns, but
this aspect doesn't deny success either. Making the most of success can be the challenge.
Sometimes enthusiastic and gung-ho, and other times indifferent, it can be challenging for
others to understand her. Changeable morals to suit the current situation. Should look for
constructive avenues for her inner restlessness. Wonderful sense of humor and big hearted.
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Mercury represents communication, Cartesian and logical spirit.

Mercury in Libra

Usually quite diplomatic and tactful, she evaluates and weighs things up endlessly, often to the
point of indecisiveness. Of good judgment, she expresses herself clearly. Before coming to an
opinion on a subject, she listens to the opinions offered by various people and can compare
them before making up her own mind. Mental affinity in her relationships is paramount. She is
good at compromising and always tries to put herself in others' shoes. Some mental laziness.

Mercury in XI

She has lots of friends. She likes intelligent, cultivated people around her with whom she can
enjoy verbal sparring. She likes debates, interminable discussions. Often has friends who are
younger, or friends come and go.

You are endlessly curious about people, group interactions, community affairs, trends, and
teams. You are attracted to people who bring new ideas into your experience, and who have
something novel to contribute on an intellectual level. You are very forward-looking and fair-
minded. Fair play, impartiality, and unselfishness are important ideals for you. There can be
many changes or fluctuations in your personal wishes, dreams, plans, and ideals. You might
attract friends who come and go, or who are dishonest or duplicitous.

146 Conjunction Mercury - Mars

She likes discussions, debates, polemic. She has good judgment and can be very determined.
She is a worker and has lots of energy. She has a lively intelligence and usually goes to the heart
of things. She is enthusiastic, incisive, and energetic in thought and speech.

146 Sextile Mercury - Neptune

She can put down in writing everything that her imagination and intuition dictates. A wonderful
storyteller.

339 Conjunction Mercury - Pluto

She has a great sense of observation and quickly grasps and sizes the situation. She is crafty,
subtle, and perceptive.

Venus represents an interest in emotions and values, exchange, and sharing with others.

Venus in Virgo

Venus in Virgo people are not the flirtatious sort. Instead, their appeal lies in their dedication,
their willingness to work on the relationship, and to make the relationship work in real terms.
Unlike Venus in Leo, they won't try to impress you with grand gifts or promises. Their gifts are
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less showy, but perhaps far more generous -- gifts of devotion and attention to details about
you. Venus in Virgo natives quietly (and often slowly) make their way into your heart. They are
quite sensitive in love -- even insecure -- and this reserved, loner-like quality is part of their
appeal. They prefer to play it safe in their relationships, and they need to be confident that you
like them before they make a move. They are great listeners and they make it a habit to observe
and learn all of your ins and outs. Their love can be of the Kindergarten variety -- they show they
care by nagging or criticizing. Remember, though, that they are not trying to hurt you when they
are pointing out the flaws in your thinking, plans, or even character. They truly are trying to help!
Venus in Virgo is attracted to nondescript people who have largely gone unnoticed. Show-offs
and know-it-alls turn them off.

Pleasing Venus in Virgo involves showing you appreciate them for all the little things they do --
and they do a lot. The problem is, they do these things so quietly that you may not always notice
or credit them for all these kind gestures. They do need some space (after all, they're generally
quite busy making everything work), so give it to them. Be genuine, not ostentatious. They are
really not difficult to please after you have taken care of these basic needs. Avoid pushing your
friends or family on them too fast -- remember they are a little shy. They aim to please, and are
easily intimidated by your experiences. Let them know how much you value them, and they will
reward you with devotion and a charming willingness to talk things out.

Short description:

She is very devoted, but may not always show emotions; she doesn't always let herself go, either
through fear of ridicule or through fear of not being loved in return as much as she loves. She is
therefore sometimes too undemonstrative. May give off the sense that her love is not for free.
Caring but worries that she is not exciting enough. Careful with money.

Venus in X

Her best years may be in the parental home and also the last years of life. That said, the rest are
not unhappy, but contain certain hurdles. Love can help in the professional life; she has a gift
for seduction. She likes to entertain; she likes the comfort and attractions of home life.

Others tend to respect you for your charming manner, and you have many admirers, although
some of these are admirers from afar, as there is an aura about you that is charming yet
strangely (and intriguingly) distant. You have a great need to be recognized or admired for your
charm, beauty, or loving manner, but should be careful not to become too wrapped up in what
others think of you, as you might come across as phony or superficial. Some people with this
position are "married" to their work or to their image. You are good at making contacts and
organizing social events.

2 Sextile Venus - Uranus

Independent in love. Her love life is rich, but possibly with passing love affairs. She can tire
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quickly and can be scared of losing her liberty. Traditional marriage may not be for her. She has
that little something that attracts others. She likes amorous adventures or unusual pastimes,
she is romantic, although a little detached or unpredictable. She is the eternal lover and is more
likely to break something off than live untruly. She likes art, anything new.

The ability to get along with--and accept--people from all walks of life as friends is strong with
this position. She can readily see through insincerity in others. In relationships, tolerance is the
most important "ingredient" to her. Her sexual preferences can be somewhat unconventional,
and she may not be happy with a partner who tries to limit her sexual expression. She is usually
quite capable of maintaining relationships that require a great deal of freedom and tolerance,
such as long-distance romances or set-ups in which partners are unable to see each other
consistently. Her style in love can be somewhat free and breezy, and possibly noncommittal.
She quite naturally accepts the idea that her partner might need some personal space and
freedom.

-14 Square Venus - Neptune

She might lack self-confidence and her ideals are not always easy to achieve. In love, she is
unstable and deceitful or, more likely, meets people who are like this. She is easy-going and
follows others' wishes in love much of the time, and might let the partner take the initiative
more often than not.

This aspect indicates a suggestible romantic nature. Being "in love with love" is a strong
possibility. You are naturally compassionate and are generally willing to go over the top for a
loved one. It's hard to say whether your expectations in personal relationships are too high or
too low. On the one hand, you tend to easily accept behaviors in your partners that others
wouldn't accept, as you are compassionate and even drawn to people who others might
consider trouble. On the other hand, your romantic dreams may be so powerful that you are
easily disappointed with the reality of relationships. Deception in love is possible, but self-
deception is even more likely. In love, you see what you want to see, rather than what is.
Feelings of being used or deceived may come up. However, if a distinct pattern exists in your
love life that involves you being let down, deceived or used, it will be especially worthwhile to
examine whether self-deception was at work.

The possibility of clinging to romantic delusions is very high with this position. For example,
some with these aspects cling to a romantic notion that someone loves them when in reality
that person doesn't return the affection. Or, they may cling to a romance that has lost all hope.
Another possibility is devoting their love to someone who is unattainable or who is unable to
commit. Yet another Venus-Neptune scenario is loving someone who treats them badly, all the
while clinging to an idealized image of the partner. No matter what the scenario, romantic
yearning and longing, as well as delusion, tends to be the theme. The expectation here is that
loving someone requires self-sacrifice. The result is an attraction to relationships that are co-
dependent and even abusive. Venus-Neptune people are drawn to victim/savior relationships,
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and they can play either the role of victim or savior! Dependency or neediness in a partner can
be confused for love. In an attempt to love unconditionally, you may too readily sacrifice your
own needs and eventually feel used.

51 Sextile Venus - Ascendant

She likes everything beautiful, the Arts, balance, and harmony. She is amiable and sociable. She
likes entertainment and has a loving nature.

Mars represents the desire for action and physical energy.

Mars in Virgo

These productive and busy people are goal-oriented, practical people. Although they can be a
little scattered at times, simply because they are doing so many things at any give time, Mars in
Virgo natives get things done--quite well! They have a knack for handling a wide variety of tasks
at once, and a tendency to take on perhaps too much at the same time. Most Mars in Virgo
natives are not particularly aggressive by nature. Although they can be a little hard-nosed and
critical at times, they rarely resort to pushing others around. Still, an annoyed Mars in Virgo
native can be difficult to be around! Arouse their anger and they turn into complaining, over-
critical nags. Generally, these natives don't make themselves nuisances, so this stage is unlikely
to last for very long. It is a sensitive position, however. It doesn't take much to make these
people nervous.

Mars in Virgo people are quite protective about their "system" for getting things done. Although
rather humble in a general life sense, they can be quite particular about their methods--how
they organize and accomplish their goals, mostly with work. Theirs is a nervous energy.
Although they have some staying power, they can be restless and are not given to sticking with
the same projects for too long. These natives derive plenty of energy and life force from the
things they do--their work, hobbies, and any kind of projects they take on. An idle Mars in Virgo
native is a sorry sight, indeed. Fidgety, nervous, worried...all of these things are a sure sign that
Mars in Virgo people have either too little to do, or far too much on their plates. There is a
perfectionist at the heart of all people with this position. They'll be the first to deny this, but it's
there! They worry when they are not producing anything, and they worry about whether what
they've produced will measure up.

An earthy and sometimes nervous sexuality generally characterizes people with this position of
Mars. In a sense, their performance in bed is similar to their work. These people want to be
good at what they do. They will generally be open to experimentation, if only to feed their
curiosity and to feel savvy. There's often a shy and humble side to Mars in Virgo in any area that
involves putting themselves out there and letting go (areas ruled by Mars). But experience and
knowledge are important to these natives, and this drive generally wins over their natural
reticence.
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Mars in XI

She achieves her ambitions. She is impulsive and presses on without thinking. She starts
something new without necessarily finishing the previous job. She likes to dominate and may
lack diplomacy at times where friends and professional relations are concerned.

57 Conjunction Mars - Pluto

She is ambitious with a great capacity for work and effort, self-confidence, and determination.
Will stick it out to the end with her plans.

You are committed, determined, and passionate. For you, it's all or nothing, and you are baffled
by, and possibly impatient with, others who do things only halfway or half-heartedly. You are
usually quite decisive, and often unwavering once committed. You are certainly a passionate
person and you possess a fascinating and commanding aura.

You are generally confident about your own talents. You employ strategy when you are going
after something, and you are very talented at this, saving time and energy. You're naturally very
resourceful and usually quite persistent when pursuing a goal. You are a wonderful person to
be around when there's a crisis. Very little fazes you, and you're especially effective when
circumstances call for a leader.

Jupiter represents expansion and grace.

Jupiter in Pisces

She attracts the most good fortune when she is charitable, tender, devoted, compassionate,
giving, and looking out for the underdog. Values compassion and charity, and is motivated by a
universal vision. Peaceful personal philosophy. Faith in the goodness of life brings rewards.

Jupiter in V

She likes games and distractions. She has much passion that lights up her days. She is lucky in
love, but also professionally, with pleasant working conditions and duties. She loves her
children deriving much enjoyment from them.

16 Trine Jupiter - Saturn

She is serious, patient, honest, hard-working, orderly. Her judgment is good and she is inclined
to think things over. She pursues her objectives to the bitter end, usually knowing when to
choose the right moment. She is upright, usually law-abiding and respecting order.

-34 Square Jupiter - Neptune

She is easily influenced. She is a dreamer, perhaps allowing herself to be seduced by others' fine
words which are not always sincere or by a new imagined plan that may not materialize. She
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does not see wickedness right away, preferring to give the benefit of the doubt, but can often be
duped by others due to a philosophy that one should trust in people until they prove
themselves untrustworthy.

Saturn represents contraction and effort.

Saturn in Cancer

May feel fundamentally unloved and unsupported, but can miss opportunities to receive
support because of the basic attitude that she isn't going to get love.

Saturn in IX

She is studious, patient, rigorous, austere. She likes reflection, meditation. She carries out all the
plans she makes. She can be a stay-at-home.

Uranus represents individual liberty, egoistic liberty.

Uranus in Libra

Well-developed artistic leanings; her balance can be upset by too great an independence.
Questions traditional approaches to relating and wants to do things differently.

Uranus in XII

She has difficulties fully adapting to the modern world, to new technology. She looks for a job in
an isolated place or need a lot of space to tap into their genius.

69 Conjunction Uranus - Ascendant

She is always changing, somewhat unstable. She is ready to innovate, to change everything. She
is inventive.

Neptune represents transcendental liberty, non-egoistic liberty.

Neptune in Sagittarius

May especially enjoy long voyages, things foreign, being close to water. Altruistic, broad spiritual
vision, humane, spiritual.

Neptune in II

She may prefer not to attach too much value to money, but if this is overdone, there can be
quite a few problems in life concerning money and ownership. She might make money through
artistic pursuits, but must avoid the potential pitfalls of putting too much faith in ideas that don't
have enough grounding in reality. It's vital to seek out financial advice for significant ventures.

50 Sextile Neptune - Pluto
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Pluto represents transformations, mutations, and elimination.

Pluto in Libra

May look for new ways to relate to others.

House I is the area of self identity. The ascendant is a symbol of how one acts in life. It is the
image of the personality as seen by others, and the attitude that one has towards life.

Virgo ascendant Libra

Ascendant in Libra

Everybody seems to like Libra Ascendant natives. They just come across as nice, pleasant, and
fair. Look a little closer at their lives, and these nice people may have had quite a few problems
in their relationships. Some of them have had a string of relationships, and it can be hard to
imagine why! These natives attract others to them effortlessly. Besides, they simply don't know
what to do with themselves without a significant other. Libra rising generally appear to be
smoothing everything over. They have charming smiles, a gentle approach with others, and an
easygoing image. Even if they were not endowed with good looks, they are attractive. Most pay a
lot of attention to their personal appearance -- the colors they wear, their hair, the way they
walk.

Libra rising people can be enormously persuasive, although they will almost always use a "soft
sell" approach when they want to win others over, which is all of the time! A tendency to pass
the buck and keep up that "nice guy/gal" image are their worst qualities. However, they can
make excellent mediators and will generally be the first to accommodate you. Libra rising
natives are usually attracted to competent, active partners. Their relationships are often
characterized by bickering or competitiveness until they learn to drop their sweet image once in
a while and to stop blaming their partners for everything that goes wrong.

House II is the area of material security and values. It rules money and personal finances, sense
of self-worth and basic values, personal possessions.

House II in Scorpio

Financial success may come through handling other people's money and resources or thanks to
an inheritance. Financial ups and downs are very possible, but in later life, finances can be
substantial. Private about revealing her worth.

House III is the area of social and intellectual learning.

House III in Capricorn
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Nothing is left to chance, everything is calculated, dissected slowly and methodically, twice
rather than once, in peace and quiet by herself. She is introverted, and doesn't speak about her
plans until they are under way.

House IV is the area of home, family, roots, and deep emotions/sense of self-worth.

House IV in Aquarius

She may leave the family home reasonably young. She loves liberty, wanting a life that is out-of-
the-ordinary or breaking the usual traditions, and certainly one that does not mimic the
ancestors or parents.

House V is the area of creative self-expression, romance, entertainment, children, and gambling.

House V in Pisces

With lofty feelings, she is full of tenderness, sentimentality. Things do not always go her way, but
she doesn't expect them to. A meeting with a person who is either not free, the wrong age, or
from a different family or social background can figure strongly. There can be some melancholy
related to situations like these. A lovely little family can be in the cards.

House VI is the area of learning by material transaction.

House VI in Aries

Ability to command, easily meets her responsibilities at work. Weak point: headaches, fevers.

House VII is the area of one-to-one relationships such as marriage and partnership, and of social
and intellectual action.

House VII in Aries

Love-at-first-sight; may partner without thinking. She doesn't want to change her habits, perhaps
leading to many arguments that are quick to start but also quick to resolve. She may not have
much patience for the "clinging vine" kind of partner, preferring much activity and someone who
can take charge. An active partnership.

House VIII is the area of emotional security and of security of the soul.

House VIII in Taurus

Happy old age, natural death likely. Inheritance.

House IX is the area of learning that shapes the identity.

House IX in Cancer

Fertile imagination. She is easily influenced. She enjoys travel, especially cruises.
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House X is the area of material action. The Midheaven represents the work one will do in one's
life, the place one will take in the world of society. It becomes more important as one grows
older.

House X in Leo

All the leadership qualities are there: authority, sense of organization, initiative, intelligence, but
also thanks to outside help. She is a fighter.

House XI is the area of search for social and intellectual security.

House XI in Virgo

Friends must resemble her, as she may not trust anyone having different ideas or ways of doing
things. Discussing ideas frivously is not necessarily her cup of tea. Her knowledge is often the
result of study but also of the down-to-earth nature that characterizes her.

House XII is the area of education and of emotion.

House XII in Libra

Marriage doesn't always bring luck, honors come as she imagined they might.

Your Personal Natal Chart
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enlarge this chart

After enlarging your chart, you can click on any planets in the chart wheel to find out more
about their positions in your chart.

Full birth data:

Brittany Gae Petros

Pronoun She

Robbinsdale

27 Minnesota MN
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1 United States US

Date 09/09/1974 Monday

Time 10:38

Julian day 2442300.15

Timezone -5.0000 5h00w

ST 8.38

Lat 45.0300 45°02'n

Long -93.3300 93°20'w

Back to list of charts Enter a new chart
You can create a print-friendly or PDF copy of this report by clicking on the Print button below.
You can delete unwanted or extraneous items (such as this sentence! - or parts of the report you
don't want in your copy) simply by clicking on the item you wish to remove before finalizing and
printing your report:

Learn more: Understanding the Birth Chart Report.

More Free Reports based on this Chart:

Compatibility for Lovers: Add a Second Person: add a second person
Horoscope: Your Stars Today: today
See the planets' influence on your natal chart for the next 14 days: Transits: transits

Quick Calculators based on Birthdate only (no birth time):

Compatibility for Lovers - NO Birth Time: Compatibility for Lovers - No Birth Time Input your
date of birth and that of your lover (or potential lover) for a short compatibility report.

Your Stars Today - Horoscope - No Birth Time See the planets' influence on your natal chart for
the next 14 days (this is the quick version based on date of birth and NO birth time).

Copyright Cafe Astrology 2002-2019.

Back to the main site - CafeAstrology Home or to Free Report site home.

Information in this program is for entertainment purposes only. Cafe Astrology is not
responsible for how this information is used.
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For suggested locations and bug reports specific to this Free Report section of the site, please
write to astro@cafeastrology.com.
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